SHIPKA HOTEL***

The three-star Shipka Hotel is located
in the broad centre of Sofia - the capital of
Bulgaria and provides good transport links
and quick access to the most important
administrative and commercial institutions,
as well as to the cultural sights of the city and
its outskirts.

If you want to discover ancient Sofia and follow in the footsteps of ancient
warriors, you should visit:
- Sofia Largo;
- Saint Sofia Church;
- National Archaeological Museum at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences;
- The Church of Saint George.

If you want to know more about Sofia, here are:
- Regional History Museum;
- National Museum of Military History;
- Central Military Club;
- Square 500 National Gallery;

- National Palace of Culture;
- National Museum of Natural History;
- St. Alexander Nevsky Cathedral.

About Shipka Hotel ***
The hotel features 8 apartments, 14 single rooms, 82 luxury and standard
double/twin rooms, equipped with air conditioner, mini bar and IP TV. Free
secure parking with 50 seats is available for the guests.

In-room amenities:
- Mini bar;
- IP TV;
- Air conditioning;
- Telephone.

Hotel amenities:
- Wi-Fi in public areas;
- Restaurant;
- Shipka Lobby Bar with 40 seats and a garden for 20 people;
- Three multifunctional conference rooms, suitable for events with participants
from 10 to 60 people;
- Safe boxes at reception;
- Free parking for hotel guests (limited places).
With its three multifunctional conference rooms (all with daily light), that can
accommodate up to 60 guests, the hotel can host your next corporate event,
conference, seminar or business meeting. A lobby bar is next to the conference
rooms. The pleasant work environment and the technical equipment (multimedia
and screen), Wi-Fi, as well as free secure parking ensure the appropriate
conditions for your event.
The hotel lobby bar is the perfect place to meet and chat over a cup of coffee or
tea in the indoor lounge or under an umbrella of the beautiful summer garden.

Sport and Recreation:
To stay active and energized, Shipka Hotel *** offers the fitness facilities and
wellness options of the sports and recreation center with the opportunity to use
richly equipped fitness and bodybuilding room, infrared and Finnish saunas,
steam bath, Jacuzzi, solarium, pearl bath and SPA capsule. The center offers
various types of massages and treatments. The services are paid for individually
or by purchasing subscription cards.
The sports hall in the sports and recreation center can be used for both
individual training and organized groups - yoga, aerobics, callanetics, folk dancing
and more.
The hotel is open all year-round.
GPS: 42°41’28.8”N 23°18’22.0”E
1606 Sofia, 34A Gen. Totleben Blvd

PRICE LIST
FOR CLIMS RESERVATIONS
“SHIPKA” Hotel
1. Tariff “Monday – Thursday”
“SHIPKA” HOTEL
Type of room
VIP Apartment
Apartment luxury
Double room/ luxury
Single room/ luxury
Double room/ standard
Single room/ standard

Prices of Reception Desk
/in Euro/
86
57
45
37
40
32

2. Tariff “Weekend” /Friday, Saturday, Sunday/ and tariff “Group”/ “Long Stay”
“SHIPKA” HOTEL
Type of room
VIP Apartment
Apartment luxury
Double room/ luxury
Single room/ luxury
Double room/ standard
Single room/ standard

Prices of Reception Desk
/in Euro/
86
57
42
35
37
29

Note:
- The price per apartment or double room is for two persons on a bed and
included breakfast, parking, tourist tax, VAT and insurance basis;
- A person additionally accommodated in a room pays extra breakfast, tourist tax
and insurance;
- Children up to 3 years, accommodated in a room with minimum one adult have
free accommodation;
- Children over the age of 3 years up to completing 13 years pay 50% discount of
the price for adults, and in the package price is included breakfast for a child at
the amount of 2.70 euro with VAT included;
- As “Group” are considered minimum 5 persons with the same duration of stay,
accommodated with one the same reservation;
- Tariff “Long Stay” is applied in case of prepaid minimum 5 overnights for all the
overnights from the first one. In case of gradual extension of the stay, the tariff is
applied for the overnights following the fifth one.

